
Teacher/Therapist Name: Cara Lesperance - Secondary 8 - WEEK 7 

Program: Answering Yes/No Questions 

Direction: Ask the student “Do you want this?” while holding an item 

Student Response:  The student will answer “yes” or “no” either verbally or gesturally 

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

Comments:  You can do this multiple times per day where the answer will vary (Yes or No). Try doing it with 
food items, hold up the item and ask Do you want this?'' Acceptable answers are verbal, use of a 
communication board, head nod, or gesture of no 
 

Program: Putting away the groceries 

Direction:  Put away 

Student Response:  The student will put away items into the correct location 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

Comments:  You can have your child help with all aspects of the groceries, or break it up into putting away 
pantry items. If it is not possible for your child to put the items away you can simply have them sort the items 
pantry vs refrigerator items. 
 

Program: Typing 

Direction:  Type (inset what you want them to type) (e.g. Type your name) 

Student Response:  the student will type  

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

Comments:  The student will type the target (e.g. name, sentence, paragraph) that you asked them to type. A 
model is fine to use if it is needed.  
 
  



Teacher/Therapist Name: Cara Lesperance - Secondary 8 - WEEK 7 

Program: Washing Dishes 
Direction: Wash the dishes 
Student Response: The student will wash the dishes using a sponge and soap 

Date            

Pick up sponge 
 

            

Put an appropriate 
amount of soap on 
sponge 
 

            

Turn on the water             

Wet the sponge 
 

            

Pick up the plate 
 

           

Thoroughly wash 
the 
front of plate 
 

           

Turn plate over 
 

           

Thoroughly wash 
the back of plate 
 

           

Rinse all the soap 
off 
the front of the 
plate 
 

           

Rinse all the soap 
off 
the back of the 
plate 
 

           

Put plate in drying 
rack 
 

           

Repeat steps for 
rest 
of dishes 
 

           

Wipe out the sink 
 

           

Turn water off 
 

           

Squeeze the 
excess 
water from the 
sponge 
 

           

Put sponge away 
 

           

Say/sign “finished” 
 

           



Teacher/Therapist Name: Cara Lesperance - Secondary 8 - WEEK 7 

Program: Dressing 

Direction:  Get dressed (This can be done with regular clothing or PJs) 

Student Response:  The student will complete the steps needed to get dressed 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

Comments:  Steps can include but are not limited to: picking out clothing, putting on clothing in the correct 
orientation (e.g. shirt is not backward), fixing any fasteners (buttons, snaps), adjusting clothing so it is sitting 
correctly and not bunched up. Adjustments dependent on the skill level of your child: Pre-selecting items, Give a 
choice of items you are picking, have clothing laying on bed/chair in correct order and orientation, tolerating 
another person assisting with dressing activities. 
 
Program: Set the table 

Direction:  Set the table 

Student Response:  The student will set the table by placing all needed items out on the table in the correct 

order 

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  Use a placemat visual if needed, or have one place already set so that your child can follow yours. 
 



 



Teacher/Therapist Name: Cara Lesperance - Secondary 8 - WEEK 7 

Program: Brushing/Combing hair 

Direction:  Brush/Comb your hair 

Student Response:  The student will complete the steps needed to brush/comb his/her hair 

 
Date 
 

           

1. Get comb 
from bin 

            

2. Look in 
mirror 

            

3. With slow 
even 
strokes 
comb the top 
of 
hair forward 
for 5 
strokes 

            

4. With slow 
even 
strokes 
comb the top 
of 
hair to the 
side for 5 
strokes 

            

5. With slow 
even 
strokes 
comb right 
side of hair 
down for 
5 strokes 

           

6. With slow 
even 
strokes 
comb left 
side of hair 
down for 
5 strokes 

           

7. With slow 
even 
strokes 
comb back 
side of hair 
down for 
5 strokes 

           

8. Put comb 
away 

           

 
Comments:  
 
 
  



Teacher/Therapist Name: Cara Lesperance - Secondary 8 - WEEK 7 

Program: Making the bed 
Direction: Make your bed 
Student Response: The student will complete all steps necessary to making the bed 
 

 Date Date Date Date Date Date Date Date Date Date 

STEPS           

Walk to the bedroom           

Get fitted sheet           

Walk to the bed           

Walk to the top left corner of the 
bed 

          

Put on the top left corner of the 
fitted sheet 

          

Pull the corner of the top sheet 
under the mattress 

          

Walk to the bottom right corner 
of the bed 

          

Put on the bottom right corner 
of the fitted sheet 

          

Pull the corner of the sheet 
under the mattress 

          

Walk to the top right corner of 
the bed 

          

Put on the top right corner of 
the fitted sheet 

          

Pull the corner of the sheet 
under the mattress 

          

Walk to the bottom left corner of 
the bed 

          

Put on the bottom left corner of 
the fitted sheet 

          

Pull the corner of the sheet 
under the mattress 

          

Get the top sheet           

Walk to the bed           

Lay top sheet on the bed           

Straighten out the top sheet           

Walk to the bottom left corner of 
the bed 

          

Fold the bottom left corner of 
the sheet and tuck under the 
mattress 

          

Walk to the bottom right corner 
of the bed 

          

Fold the bottom right corner of 
the sheet and tuck under the 
mattress 

          



Starting at the bottom of the 
bed, tuck the extra fabric under 
the mattress 

          

Walk to the left side of the bed           

Tuck the extra fabric under the 
mattress 

          

Walk to the right side of the bed           

Tuck the extra fabric under the 
mattress 

          

Get the pillowcase           

Get the pillow           

Put the bottom of the pillow into 
the pillowcase 

          

Pull the pillowcase over the 
pillow 

          

Place the pillow at the top of the 
bed 

          

Get the comforter           

Walk to the bed           

Lay the comforter on the bed           

Straighten out the comforter           

Get the pillow sham           

Place the pillow sham at the top 
of the bed 

          

Say/sign “finished”           

 
 


